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NMEA-0183 协议，实现提取 GPS 输出数据流的经纬度和行驶速度；研究视频采
集 V4L 标准，实现从 USB 摄像头中通过 V4L 采集图像；研究 H.264 编码算法，
实现 x264 编码视频流，并对 x264 编码器进行优化；实现 3G 模块 EM770W PPP
拨号上网。 
3.监控中心的实现：分别研究监控中心网络通信、地图监控、视频流的解码、
显示等关键技术的研究，其中网络通信部分使用了 Windows Socket 编程技术、






































Because of the convenience and comfort of automobiles, more and more families 
with a certain economic strength vie to buy private cars in China, which leads to a 
substantial urban congestion and a parking space under strain. If much more 
automobiles are owned, the number of automobiles will increase dramatically, making 
the problems of congestion and parking difficult to solve. Moreover, air pollution, 
noise and energy consumption will also continue to deteriorate. However, car rental 
system is an effective way to solving the problems above, there are disadvantages, 
namely inconvenience , in current car rental system . 
Aiming at solving the disadvantages of inconvenience in car rental of picking up 
and dropping off cars, applying Internet of Vehicles to car rental system, a self-service 
car rental system has been proposed and designed. It could make a car rental 
appointment convenient, and can allow one to pick up and drop off their car at 
anytime and in anywhere. In addition, it will take up less parking area, making carport 
flow quickly. In this paper, the overall project of self-service car rental system is 
illustrated, and realization parts are introduced specifically, including vehicle terminal 
and monitoring center of car rental company. The Vehicle terminal is realized by 
ARM-Linux embedded system, designed by modularization, and corresponding 
interfaces are reserved for expanding and upgrading of the system conveniently. The 
software of monitoring center is programmed under VS2010. The Vehicle terminal 
communicates with monitoring center through WCDMA wireless network. They 
exchange rental data and complete the process of self-service rental. In this paper, the 
main research contents are as follow: 
1. The overall realization scheme of self-service car rental system is illustrated, 
and all parts of this paper are illustrated in detail, including vehicle terminal and 
monitoring center. Based on system function and structure, hardware design of 














image acquisition module and wireless transmission module are chosen. The overall 
software design of vehicle terminal and monitoring center are proposed. 
2. In realization of vehicle terminal, the embedded system developing 
environment of vehicle terminal is built The testing circuit based on MQ-3 alcohol 
sensor is designed and the alcohol concentration is acquired by programming. 
NMEA-0183 protocol of GPS outputting locating data is researched, which is used to 
extract the longitude and latitude and drive speed. The V4L standard of video 
collection is under research, which is used to acquire images through V4L from USB 
camera. The H.264 coding algorithm is researched, and x264 coding video flowing is 
optimized. Peripheral circuit of EM770W module and PPP dialup are designed. 
3. The realization of monitoring center is studied, including monitoring center 
network communication, map monitoring, streaming video decoding and display. The 
network communication uses the technology of Windows Socket; map monitoring 
uses JavaScript technology embedding Google Maps; decoding makes use of FFmpeg 
decoding technology. 
4. The testing environment of hardware and software of self-service car rental 
system has been built and tested. The testing result shows that vehicle terminal could 
acquire data accurately and send it to monitoring center of car rental company. When 
exceeding alcohol concentration standard and over speed occur, the monitoring center 
could send out warnings. The location of rented car is shown on the map in time and 
the effect of real-time video displays well. 
The self-service car rental system can not only proposed in this paper can allow 
one to pick up and drop off cars very conveniently but also monitor the whole rental 
process. It is worth studying and has good prospect of application. 
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